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A close look at democracy

1. Place where members sit: National _________________.
3. Characteristic of a vote cast on another day than on polling day.
4. I am formed by the political party with the greatest number of members elected.
5. Action of expressing your choice.
6. Is said of a candidate who is not a member of a political party.
7. Political system in which power is held by the entire population.
8. Recipient used during elections to receive the ballot papers.
9. Area of the electoral map regrouping more or less 48,100 electors.
10. Who am I? I have the right to participate in democratic life, to vote for my representatives, and to run as a candidate in the elections.
11. Complete the following sentences: The Chief Electoral Officer of Québec is responsible for organizing the elections at the ________________ level.
12. Legislative text presented at the National Assembly and studied by the members: _________________.
13. Frequency at which provincial general elections are held since 2013.
14. At the National Assembly, I represent the electors of my region.
15. There are general elections and _________________.
16. Member of the Executive Council appointed by the Prime Minister.
17. Event during which everyone who has the right to vote is called upon to choose the person that will represent them at the National Assembly.
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1. Place where members sit: National ASSEMBLY.
2. Who am I? Paper with an elector’s vote. BALLOT PAPER.
3. Characteristic of a vote cast on another day than on polling day. ADVANCE POLL.
4. I am formed by the political party with the greatest number of members elected. GOVERNMENT.
5. Action of expressing your choice. VOTING.
6. Is said of a candidate who is not a member of a political party. INDEPENDENT.
7. Political system in which power is held by the entire population. DEMOCRACY.
8. Recipient used during elections to receive the ballot papers. POLLING BOOTH.
9. Area of the electoral map regrouping more or less 48,100 electors. ELECTORAL DIVISION.
10. Who am I? I have the right to participate in democratic life, to vote for my representatives, and to run as a candidate in the elections. CITIZEN.
11. Complete the following sentences: The Chief Electoral Officer of Québec is responsible for organizing the elections at the PROVINCIAL level.
12. Legislative text presented at the National Assembly and studied by the members: BILL.
13. Frequency at which provincial general elections are held since 2013. FOUR YEARS.
14. At the National Assembly, I represent the electors of my region. MEMBER.
15. There are general elections and BY-ELECTIONS.
16. Member of the Executive Council appointed by the Prime Minister. MINISTER.
17. Event during which everyone who has the right to vote is called upon to choose the person that will represent them at the National Assembly. ELECTION.